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Diversity of molecules or species is best expressed in terms of a diversity profile. Such profiles are useful in studies spanning bioinformatics to physical landscapes. Shannon information is a neglected but particularly informative part of the profile. Shannon now has robust theoretical background for molecular ecology and evolution.
Abstract

Information or entropy analysis of diversity is used extensively in community ecology, and has recently been exploited for prediction and analysis in molecular ecology and evolution. Information measures belong to a spectrum (or ‘q-profile’) of measures whose contrasting properties provide a rich summary of diversity, including allelic richness (q=0), Shannon information (q=1), and heterozygosity (q=2). We present the merits of information measures for describing and forecasting molecular variation within and among groups, comparing forecasts with data, and evaluating underlying processes such as dispersal. Importantly, information measures directly link causal processes and divergence outcomes, have straightforward relationship to allele frequency differences (including monotonicity that q=2 lacks), and show additivity across hierarchical layers such as ecology, behaviour, cellular processes, and non-genetic inheritance.

An Information Theory Base for Evolutionary Genetics and Ecology

Evolutionary ecology aims to make and test forecasts about the behaviour of variants, at all levels from molecular through species to landscapes, but until recently this field has paid little attention to one of three main ways for doing this. Shannon information (or entropy) theory (see Glossary) is widely-used to predict macro-patterns from micro-parts, by methods such as finding the model that maximises the entropy [1], in fields as diverse as community ecology [2] and energy generation, where these methods compare favourably with alternative predictions [3]. Genes obviously carry information – about evolutionary history, recent demography, and possible future
trajectories [4, 5] – but information theory has rarely been used to investigate molecular evolution [6-9]. Shannon’s information index $^1H (=H)$ [10], a fundamental component of information theory, is the most commonly used abundance-sensitive measure of species diversity within a community [11]:

$$^1H = - \sum_{i=1}^{S} p_i \ln p_i$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 1}

where $p_i$ is the proportional abundance of the $i^{th}$ species in a community of $S$ different species (Tutorial Box 1, and Supplement Box S1, whose footnote has definitions of all symbols). $^1H$ also applies to a population containing genetic variants (such as allelic types) [12], and can be thought of as the ability to spell out different messages by rearranging individual alleles (Box 1-I) – with higher diversity, a greater range of messages can be spelt out. More formally, higher $^1H$ means that there is reduced certainty about what type to expect when a single allele is randomly sampled.

Historically, molecular ecology has quantified diversity with two alternative entropies (Boxes 1,S1): $^0H = S-1$; and $^2H$ (Boxes 1,S1). $^2H$ is the chance of choosing two different allelic types from the population, called ‘heterozygosity’ ($^2H = H_e$, or for species in communities, called Gini-Simpson and variants) [4, 5, 13].

$$^2H = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{S} p_i^2$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Equation 2}

With higher diversity, the chance of randomly choosing two different alleles increases, so $^2H$ increases.
To create the \textit{q-profile} or \textit{spectrum}, one converts \( H^q = H^0, H^1, H^2, \text{ etc.} \) to a common scale of \textit{effective numbers} \( D^q = D^0, D^1, D^2, \text{ etc} \), which represent the number of equally-frequent alleles that would be needed to yield the observed \( H^q \) in the sample, which typically contains alleles at unequal frequencies [14-16] (Boxes 1-II,S1,S2). The \( D^q \)-measures are sometimes called \textit{true diversity}, and the use of the \( D^q \) profile has long been recommended in ecology, because each \( q \)-value provides different insights into the composition of the diversity [17, 18]. For example, higher \( q \)-values emphasise the more common variants (Box 1-I,II). As well as these \textit{alpha} measures for alleles in a single population, each \( q \)-value has measures of diversification among locations, which are the beta-measures (Box 1-III) that are critical in evolution and conservation [19, 20]. Finally, the total diversity within and among localities is labelled gamma diversity.

Partial \( D^q \) profiles are already used in evolution and ecology, to assess community response to changed conditions [19], as well as possible correlations between species- and gene-diversity [21]. Also, methods to infer selection or population-size changes exploit the way these processes have different effects on number of variants \( S (q=0) \) and heterozygosity \( (q=2) [22-24] \). Many recent publications include \( (q=1) \) (Box S3), yet few authors [25-28] have exploited systematic \( q \)-profiles (Box 1-II), to obtain the power described further below.

The diversity profile is most useful if we can forecast its shape under specified histories of selection, population size, dispersal, etc. We can then either test departures from those predictions and/or
estimate forces that underlie the diversity patterns we encounter. Classically, \((q=2)\) theory predicts values of within- and among-population measures, including heterozygosity \(H^2\), Jost-\(D\), and \(F_{ST}\), under conditions such as neutrality, selection, subdivision, dispersal, altered population size [4, 5, 29]. Below we show that after a slow start [30-34], \((q=1)\) predictive theory is now catching up to \((q=2)\) theory [12, 35-37], and \(H^1\) has been proposed as a primary measure of evolvability [38, 39].

As a reading guide, the initial sections outline how \((q=1)\) molecular information can now predict and measure processes such as adaptation and dispersal (with additional detail in supplements). Those wanting less technical detail might skip directly to the penultimate section evaluating strengths and weaknesses of each element of the \(q\)-profile, such as the effect of \(q\) on sensitivity to rare alleles (Box 1-I), and the poor performance of some conventional \((q=2)\) measures for analysis of among-population (\(\beta\)) differentiation.

We consider both neutral and adaptive genetic variants, and also discuss haploid, diploid and clonal organisms. We consider genes (‘loci’) with only two variants (‘alleles’), such as typical SNPs (single-nucleotide polymorphisms), as well as multiallelic loci, evolving under either the SMM (stepwise mutation model - some microsatellite loci) or the IAM (infinite alleles model for ‘haplotypes’ or ‘haptigs’ [40] of variants linked on the same DNA molecule [5]). We also discuss continuous traits determined by variation of multiple genes.

**Measuring and Predicting Shannon’s Information for Neutral Alleles**
Within-population (alpha) equations have recently been derived to predict Shannon entropy $H$ and diversity $D$, within-populations (alpha), for neutral genetic information (having no effect on adaptation), for equilibrium with constant effective population size $N_e$ and mutation rate $\mu$ (Box S1). The new equations show good fit to both simulated and real data sets for loci evolving under several mutation processes - SNP [36], SMM [12, 37] and IAM [12, 37]. Boxes S1 and S6 show how to calculate $H$, to compare data with theoretical predictions. For example, in a rainforest tree *Elaeocarpus sedentarius*, calculated and predicted $H$ agreed [12, 41]. There are many recent examples of the empirical and theoretical use of Shannon measures to assess how molecular diversity is affected by factors such as: endangerment and bottlenecks; subdivision; environmental gradients; pedigree inbreeding; and invasions expansions introductions and host jumps (Box S3). In most cases, measures with different $q$-values yield similar interpretations, but we later discuss informative cases where they differ.

Beta differentiation of molecular diversity among populations, species, and landscapes can be summarised using measures of each order of $q$. The ($q=0$) $\beta$-measures are based on the proportion of allelic types that that are not shared by two populations (Box S1). *Jost-D* is a $q=2$ $\beta$-measure, and there are related measures such as $F_{ST}$ [29, 42] and pairwise comparison algorithms, including STRUCTURE [43] and AMOVA [44] (Box S1). The ($q=1$) measures were explicitly designed to be hierarchical [1, 10], so partitioning of molecular diversity is particularly easy, leading to differentiation measures Mutual Information $I$, and Shannon Differentiation. These can be derived from a contingency table of differentiation of allele frequency between geographic locations (Boxes 2, S1) [1, 12, 33, 35, 37]. Box 2 shows how dimensions can be added to
incorporate diversity within and among different habitats, landscapes, etc. [35, 45-47], because log-linear $\chi^2$ (or $I$) is completely additive [48].

For any pair of populations, lower dispersal, smaller population size, or greater elapsed time since separation will increase molecular differentiation (and hence, mutual information $I$). At equilibrium, simulation results have been used to derive an inverse relationship between mutual information ($I$, $q=1$) and effective dispersal rate ($N_e m$), over a very wide range of effective population sizes ($N_e \geq 10$) and dispersal rates ($0.001 \leq m \leq 0.30$ i.e. 30% dispersing per generation) [12] (Box S1). This equation can be used to estimate dispersal from genetic data, and outperforms predictions based on ($q=2$) in simulation studies (Figure 1A), as well as in laboratory colonies of Drosophila with known $N_e m$ [12]. The waratah Telopea speciosissima showed a strong negative correlation between $F_{ST}$ ($q=2$) and $N_e m$ estimated from mutual information $I$ ($q=1$), as expected because $F_{ST}$ and $I$ are each inversely related to $N_e m$ [49]. Dispersal can also be assessed using $I$ in clonal species [50], haploids, and for other ploidies such as a three-species hybrid moss Sphagnum x falculturum [45].

Other equations predicting equilibrium $I$ are based on rigorous theory, rather than simulations, but require knowledge of mutation rate. An equation for bi-allelic SNPs [36] (Box S1) fits closely to simulation outcomes, as well as to data from laboratory colonies of Drosophila of known $N_e m$ (Figure 1B). Also, equations for IAM and SMM loci [37] (Box S1) agree with simulation outcomes,
and with observed genetic divergence for SMM (microsatellite) loci in starlings (*Sturnus vulgaris*) introduced to Australia [37]. There are many other recent examples of the use of molecular mutual information $I$ to investigate hypotheses about temporal or spatial environmental gradients or barriers, in a variety of free-living and parasitic plants, animals, and fungi, plus simulations (Box S3). In most cases, different $q$-values show similar results, but we discuss divergent cases later. Calculations, sampling and programs, are in Box S6.

**Using Information Methods to Scan the Genome for Adaptive Innovation**

There is a boom in searches for adaptive genomic regions, for evolutionary interest, choosing reintroduction sources for conservation [51] and identifying human disease loci [52, 53]. Strategies to detect these regions include ‘evolve-resequence’ or ‘transplant’ experiments [54], and assessing genomic differentiation over landscapes (‘landscape genomics’) [55]. Selection acts via differential fitness of variants of any heritable characteristic: DNA sequence variation, expression variability due to interaction between environment and multiple genes, or non-genetic inheritance such as epigenetics [56, 57]. Partly because of these many modes, there are many signals of selection, but each has a high rate of false-positives [58], which can be minimised by using multiple alternative approaches, including ($q=1$) methods.

For detecting selection, Shannon-based metrics are particularly appropriate, in ways such as their greater sensitivity (than $q=2$) to rare alleles that may be important for conservation management or detecting new (potentially adaptive) alleles [59]. For directional selection, which favours a single
advantageous allele [5], Shannon information is proposed as a natural measure of evolvability [38, 39]. The ultimate result will be a single allele at 100%, so $^1H$ tends to zero, with dynamics analysed by logit transformation that is algebraically related to mutual information between the allele distributions, before and after selection [39, 60]. (Box S4). Unlike directional selection, balancing selection maintains equilibrium proportions of two or more alleles, for example due to high heterozygote fitness [5], and the predicted allele proportions can be used to calculate the equilibrium value of Shannon information $^1H$ (Box S4) [35]. In addition, much adaptive variation is based on quantitative traits controlled by multiple loci. Information approaches to directional selection on multilocus traits (Box S4 [61-64]) indicate that such evolution favours gene duplication [65]. The multilocus analog of balancing selection is called stabilising selection, for which there are also treatments based on information statistics [66].

**Detecting when Selection Changes Patterns in either Populations or Expression Profiles**

For diploids, departure from single-locus Hardy-Weinberg expectations (HWE) due to selection, non-random mating and other forces is summarised by $F_{IS}$ in $(q=2)$ form (Box S4) [4, 5]. Equivalents for $(q=1)$ include the conventional log-linear-chisquare for fit to random-mating expectations (HWE Box S4), as well as extensions to mixed mating systems, such as mixed selfing and outcrossing, in plants and invertebrates (Boxes S1, S3, S6.3) [12, 34, 67].

Analysis of selection, and other evolutionary processes, requires us to evaluate ‘haplotypes’ of variants in multiple parts of the genome, including SNPs, insertions, deletions [40]. Discriminating
the individual and combined effects of haplotype elements requires analysis of ‘Linkage disequilibrium’ (LD) which is non-random association among such variants, due to physical linkage (‘true LD’ [68]), historical population size and admixture [69], or ‘epistatic’ selection in which environmental conditions favour particular combinations of variants at multiple positions [7, 52, 53, 70]. LD can be expressed with Mutual Information $I$ ($q=1$) for association between variants at different positions, which minimises false-discovery of LD (Boxes S5, S6.3) [7, 47, 52, 53, 70-72] and can analyse multi-locus associations of both continuous normal [52] or non-normal [71] traits. This approach has identified the combined effect of SNPs in two protein-coding loci, upon an additive phenotype [73]. Also, $I$ can be used to assess whether adaptive changes have resulted in different haplotypes in different locations (Box S5) [47, 74, 75]. Physical linkage is not the only way genes interact, and information methods are used to integrate the potentially selective effects of expression networks, DNA sequence frequencies, and linkage disequilibrium [7, 70, 76, 77], for example helping us predict phenotypic outcomes of RNA modification (splicing) in blood-clotting factors [78]. A partial profile ($q = 1,2$) proved best for assessing expression patterns [79]. Programs for analyses are in Box S6.3.

Choosing Measures – the Relative Merits of Information-based Measures and Other Measures.

A full diversity profile exploits the sensitivities, and strengths, of each element ($q = 0, 1, 2$). Reassuringly, they often give similar results (Box S3), but to understand cases where they differ, or to choose measures for particular applications, we must assess the sensitivities, strengths and weaknesses of each profile element ($q=0,1,2$). For example, sensitivity to rare alleles may be an
advantage for conservation or adaptation studies (Box 3), but this sensitivity means that missing rare alleles can seriously degrade \((q=0)\) estimates unless appropriate corrections are made (Box S6.2). The performance of measures must be evaluated for each evolutionary or ecological question, such as change of molecular diversity with latitude, and estimation of dispersal from genetic markers (where mutual information outperforms other methods [12]). Here we point out some major differences between \((q=1)\) versus \((q=0)\) or \((q=2)\).

Shannon results generally accord with biological predictions, but in some cases the full \(q\)-profile aids detection (or rejection) of a predicted pattern, because the \((q=1)\) measure and other measures diverge. Sometimes \((q=1)\) has greater sensitivity than do \((q=0)\) or \((q=2)\) measures (Box S3), as was seen in two studies of alpha (within-population) diversity due to adaptation and drift. In an invasive mosquito \textit{Aedes japonicus japonicus} [80], and in crop carrots affecting nearby wild carrots \textit{Daucus carota} [81], it was found that \(2H\) (heterozygosity \(q=2\)) was less sensitive than \(1H\) (Shannon \(q=1\)) to the predicted loss of variability resulting from small population size and colonisation. This is presumably because \(2H\) emphasizes common alleles that have relatively low chance of being lost during a bottleneck that was caused by either massive mortality or small numbers of invaders. A hierarchical partition of Shannon information (similar to Box 2-IV) in three-species hybrid moss, \textit{Sphagnum x falcatulurm}, revealed differentiation due to rare recent mutations to which \((q=2)\) metrics would not have been sensitive [45]. However, \((q=1)\) does not always show the greatest sensitivity, in temporal studies of zooplankton, \((q=0)\) was more powerful than \((q=1)\), which was more powerful than \((q=2)\) [28]. Examples in this paragraph demonstrate the importance of analysing the entire \(q\)-profile including \((q=1)\).
While recognising the importance of the entire $q$-profile, Table 1 and Boxes 3 and 4 show that only $(q=1)$ measures combine a number of desirable characteristics for tracking evolutionarily important phenomena. Firstly, Shannon measures are sensitive to alleles according to their frequency, yet have minimal sampling problems (Table 1, Boxes 1,3). Secondly, measures of each $q$-order must be able to distinguish levels of diversity that are individually important for evolution and conservation [19, 20]: within-locality (alpha), among-locality differentiation (beta), and total (gamma).

Eliminating dependencies between these levels for many common $(q=2)$ methods requires more complex equations or algorithms [42], which might complicate predictions. In contrast, the explicit hierarchical nesting of information measures (Figure 6 in [10]), yields independent estimates of within-population ($\alpha$), among-population ($\beta$), and total ($\gamma$) levels of diversity (Table 1, Box 4).

Disagreements between beta $q=1$ and $q=2$ measures may sometimes derive from these dependencies ([81, 82]. Thirdly, some $(q=1)$ measures respond in an intuitively appealing fashion to addition of new alleles, behaving in a predictable way with the number of unshared alleles, and satisfying the principles of strong monotonicity and replication (Table 1, Box 4). ‘Replication’ [15, 83], means that a measure increases linearly when equally diverse and completely distinct groups are pooled in equal proportions, as seen in effective numbers ($qD$, Boxes 1,S1). Information measures also have minimal sampling problems if appropriate estimation methods are used (Box S6.2). In contrast, a drawback of $(q=0)$ measures is that although they can be forecast under specified conditions [5], the sampling to test these forecasts can be hampered by their extreme sensitivity to rare alleles (Boxes 1,3,4,S1,S2).

[Insert Table 1 and Boxes 3 and 4 about here]
Additionally, we have shown above that Shannon measures are catching up in areas where they have lagged behind ($q=0$) and ($q=2$): forecasting methods are now available for ($q=1$) measures of neutral and adaptive variation, and the frequency of use of ($q=1$) methods in molecular ecology is rising to meet their already heavy use in community ecology. Also, we have shown that Shannon ($q=1$) methods outperform others for genetic estimation of dispersal [12], and have great utility in detecting selection and gene expression patterns [75, 76]. Thus we should use information methods as important contributors to the diversity profile.

The Near Future: Challenges, Opportunities and Integration

[Box 5 Outstanding questions as sidebar about here]

The major components of molecular information theory are now established, but outstanding questions remain (Box 5). In the long term, the most useful measure will undoubtedly be the whole $^qD$ profile ($^0D$, $^1D$, $^2D$) at $\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$ levels. This will maximise understanding of patterns, and allow meta-analysis of the $q$-profile’s performance under a wide variety of conditions.

To complete an Information-based strategy for forecasting and analysis in molecular ecology and evolution, Shannon’s strong performance with dispersal, mutation and drift (above) must be extended to include asymmetric dispersal, unequal or changing population sizes, and variants with mutation not described by models such as infinite (IAM) stepwise (SMM) or biallelic (SNP). This could be through new theory, or via Approximate Bayesian Computation using the $q$-profile [12, 27]. It would also be ideal to develop an analogue to AMOVA [44], based on information-theoretic
methods. This might build upon a molecular phylogenetic differentiation measure for all \( q \) \[84\], based on the neutral coalescent of evolutionary biology \[4\].

As well as neutral predictions, we are only beginning to explore the capacity of information science to integrate all analyses of adaptation and selection into a common scale, possibly exploiting the connection to logit (log-linear) modeling. Moreover, sensitivity of tests for loci under selection is likely to increase with a \((q=1)\) approach, because they are more sensitive to novel rare variants that are crucial in adaptation \[59\], and because many of these tests rely upon partition of among-population (beta) versus within-population (alpha) measures of diversity \[54, 55, 85\], and so should benefit from the complete independence of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in the \((q=1)\) scale.

Understanding adaptation requires integrating all aspects of biology from sub-cellular biology to habitat tolerance, and information theory is particularly well suited to this challenge \[6, 8, 9\], being both explicitly additive and hierarchical, as well as being a general forecasting method \[1\], already used in community ecology \[2\]. Community ecologists have borrowed genetic \((q=2)\) theory for both neutral \[13\] and adaptive genes \[21\], so community ecology might also benefit from deploying the \((q=1)\) neutral and selective theory outlined in this article. They will likely be able to make even more forecasts than with \((q=2)\), by virtue of the fact that Shannon applies to all types of information \[86\], including physical habitat, behaviour \[87\], genetics \[12, 35-37\], information within each sequence including codon usage biases \[88\], and various non-genetic inheritance modalities including epigenetics \[56, 57\]. Moreover, information has been proposed as the driver of any correlations between species and molecular diversity \[89\]. Incorporating information on genetic and/or functional similarity or difference of alleles (or species) greatly improves the utility of
diversity measures [83, 90], and ongoing attempts to incorporate function, without violating fundamental diversity principles, should include Shannon methods [83, 91].

We have only presented a limited aspect of information theory, but we could paint on a much broader canvas. Other potentially fruitful aspects of information theory include: Kullback-Leibler or Relative entropy used in selection analysis; ‘Fisher information’ used to compare \( (q=2) \) measures [92]; fractals [93]; plus compression algorithms proposed for both selection analysis [63] and for joint estimation of sequence alignments and phylogenies [94]. Finally, predictive equations for molecular Shannon information might be used to advance evolutionary computing (machine learning), in which code’s performance is optimised by a process similar to biological drift and selection [76, 87, 95, 96].

**Conclusions**

Four common processes - Dispersal, Random drift, Adaptation, and Generation of novelty (speciation, mutation, recombination) – unify community and molecular ecology [13,21]. The unification of these fields will be accelerated by cross-fertilisation between their predictive equations and measures, at levels from bioinformatics to physical landscapes and beyond, especially when using a diversity profile of \( q=0,1,2 \), and adhering to criteria for robust measures (see “Choosing Measures ...” section). Shannon Information measures \( (q=1) \) are a vital part of this profile, now have predictive equations available, and excel at providing intuitive results.
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Figure 1. Relationship of Mutual Information $I$ to Population Size and Dispersal, from Simulations and Living Populations.

(A) Observed Mutual information $I$ per locus from simulated microsatellite data, used to estimate dispersal ($N_e m$) via $F_s$ or via $I$. Root mean square error (RMSE) of $N_e m$ is plotted against dispersal rate, for several different effective population sizes ($N_e$). RMSE is similar to variance, except it assesses departure of (simulated) observations from the equation’s prediction, rather than from the mean of the observations. In every case, $N_e m$ calculated from $I$ had the lower RMSE (from [12]).

(B) Comparison of analytical predictions of mutual information $I$ with observed SNP mutual information in Drosophila fly dispersal experiments with known $N_e m$. For the predictions, a mutation rate of $\mu=10^{-6}$ was assumed, but using $\mu=10^{-3}$ to $10^{-9}$ made little difference to the predicted values of $I$ (modified from [36]).
Table 1. Relative Sensitivities, Strengths, and Weaknesses of Each Element of the Diversity Profile From ($q=0$ to 2) (Boxes 1, S1); citations are in text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value of $q$</th>
<th>Interpretation of alpha (between-population) and beta (within-population) measures</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Possible fixes for disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$q=0$</td>
<td><strong>Within-population measure</strong> $^0\mathcal{H}_a$: Number of different types of alleles (or species) (Box 1).</td>
<td>More sensitive to rare alleles than $q=1$ or $q=2$.</td>
<td>Serious sampling problems, because very sensitive to rare alleles.</td>
<td>Sampling problems somewhat alleviated by method in Box S6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Between-population ($\theta$):</strong> Several measures (Box S1), all related to the number of allelic types that are NOT shared between the localities.</td>
<td>More sensitive to rare alleles than $q=1$ or $q=2$.</td>
<td>Serious sampling problems, because very sensitive to rare alleles.</td>
<td>Sampling problems somewhat alleviated by method in Box S6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q=1$</td>
<td><strong>Within-population $^1\mathcal{H}_a$:</strong> Number of ways the array of different alleles could be set out, given the relative fractions of different alleles, $p_i$ available (Box 1). More formally, higher $^1\mathcal{H}$ means that there is reduced certainty about what type to expect when a single allele is randomly sampled.</td>
<td>The most commonly used abundance-sensitive measure in community diversity. Sensitivity to each allele according to its frequency, i.e.: each copy of each allele is treated equally.</td>
<td>Some sampling problems</td>
<td>Sampling problems fixed by method in Box S6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Between-population ($\theta$):</strong> Several measures (Box S1), all related to whether knowing the allelic type of ONE single individual will help identify the location from which it was sampled (eg, if there is no differentiation, then the allelic information is completely uninformative, but if there is complete</td>
<td>Shannon differentiation satisfies ‘monotonicity’ (Some other transformations for ($q=1$) do not). Shannon differentiation (Box 2) satisfies ‘true dissimilarity’, which means that the differentiation</td>
<td>Some sampling problems</td>
<td>Sampling problems fixed by method in Box S6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q=2$</td>
<td><strong>Within-population</strong> $H_a$: Chance of choosing TWO different types, given the relative fractions of different types, $p_i$ available (Box 1).</td>
<td>Very sensitive to frequent types. Relatively few sampling problems</td>
<td>Insensitive to rare types that may be important in conservation and long-term evolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q=2$</td>
<td><strong>Between-population ($\beta$):</strong> Many measures (Box S1), all related to whether TWO individuals sampled from different localities are likely to have different allelic types (eg if there is no differentiation, they MUST be the same allelic type, but if there is complete differentiation, they MUST be different types).</td>
<td>Very sensitive to frequent types. Relatively few sampling problems</td>
<td>Insensitive to rare types that may be important in conservation and long-term evolution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$Jost-D$ (Box S1) satisfies ‘true dissimilarity’, which means that the differentiation measure should represent the actual proportion of non-overlapping alleles, when populations are equally diverse and all alleles have the same frequencies. Some other transformations for ($q=2$) do not satisfy this.

**Shannon information provides a natural measure of evolvability.**

$Jost-D$ (Box S1) fixes the dependence-on-alpha problem. A measure to fix the dependence-on-gamma problem is cited in the main text.
populations can decrease when a new unshared allele appears in a population, wrongly implying that this reduces the pace of speciation. The $q = 2$ differentiation measure $Jost-D$ (Box S1), does not possess the expected monotonicity. $F_{ST}$ (Box S1), which is also sometimes used as a beta differentiation measure, does not satisfy monotonicity.
Box 1 Tutorial on the q-Profile: ‘Effective-Number’ Diversities $D_0$, $D_1$, $D_2$ and their derivation from the corresponding Entropies $H_0$, $H_1$, $H_2$.

Figure I shows three samples of four haploid individuals, each genotyped to identify SNP allele $A$ or $T$. The first row of histogram bars shows entropy values $qH$, including heterozygosity $H_2$, and $H_1$ which can be derived from the number of possible novel arrangements of the alleles carried by the four sampled individuals, as if one was trying to spell out words with the alleles. In the left sample, which has no diversity, all $qH$ measures are zero (NB conventionally, $0 \ln 0 = 0$). In the right sample, where alleles are equally-frequent, each measure is at its maximum possible value with two alleles. The second row of histogram bars shows the $q$-profile of ‘effective-number’ diversities $qD$ derived from the $qH$ entropies. Note that in moving from the left sample to the middle sample, we are adding a rare allele, a single copy of a new allele $T$. In this case, $H_0$ and $D_0$ show the greatest response, while heterozygosity $H_2$ and its transform $D_2$ show the smallest response, because in Equation 2 when a rare allele’s proportion is squared, its effect becomes much smaller or even negligible. In contrast, when both alleles are already present, $H_0$ and $D_0$ show no response to changing the numbers of copies of each allele, while $H_2$ and $D_2$ show the greatest response. In both cases $D_1$ and $H_1$ show an intermediate response. All formulas are in Box S1.

Box 1 continues on next page...
Figure I. Calculating $q_H$ and $q_D$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele proportions $p_A, p_T$</th>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>0.75, 0.25</th>
<th>0.5, 0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of alleles $S$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Entropy $q_H$**
  - $q_H = S - 1$
  - $q_H = 1 - \ln p_i$ for each allele
  - $q_H = 1 - \sum_i p_i \ln p_i$
  - $q_H = 1 - \frac{\sum_i p_i^2}{\sum_i p_i}$

- **Divided by maximum $q_H$ value for that $S$, using $p_A = p_T = 1/S = 1/2$**

- **The $q$-Profile**
  - **Number-equivalents $q_D$**
    - $q_D = S$
    - $q_D = e^{q_H}$
    - $q_D = 1/(1 - q_H)$

The $q$-Profile visually represents the $q_H$ and $q_D$ values for different allele proportions.
Box 1 continued.

Figure II shows diversity profiles of antimicrobial resistance variants within *Salmonella typhimurium* in humans (blue) and domestic animals (red) [97], with correction for sampling bias (Box S6.2). The horizontal axis is the value of $q$, and the vertical axis is $qD$ for each value of $q$. The shaded areas are 95% confidence limits. Note that these limits overlap, except in the region ($0.3 < q < 1.2$) where the plots can be discriminated. This highlights the difficulty of comparing profiles if only ($q=0$) and ($q=2$) are used. Also note the effect of evenness of observed allelic distributions upon diversity profile. If the resistance types had been equally frequent within each host ($p_1 = p_2 = p_3 = \cdots = p_S$) then the $qD$ profiles would have been flat (dotted lines). However, in each group (Animal, Human), there is one highly abundant type and a many types only recorded once. Therefore, the profiles drop very sharply and become flat for order ($q=2$) (eg. Heterozygosity or Gini-Simpson), because for this $q$-value, $qD$ is mainly determined by the abundant type(s), being insensitive to rare types.

Box 1 continues on next page...
Box 1 continued.

Figure II  q-Profiles

Box 1 continues on next page...
Figure III  Alpha and Beta Measures of Entropy and Diversity

ALPHA Measures: Location 1

\[ 0H_{\alpha_1} \quad 1H_{\alpha_1} \quad 2H_{\alpha_1} \]
\[ 0D_{\alpha_1} \quad 1D_{\alpha_1} \quad 2D_{\alpha_1} \]

ALPHA measures: Location 2

\[ 0H_{\alpha_2} \quad 1H_{\alpha_2} \quad 2H_{\alpha_2} \]
\[ 0D_{\alpha_2} \quad 1D_{\alpha_2} \quad 2D_{\alpha_2} \]

BETA: Between-Location Measures

(q=1) Mutual Information I & Shannon Differentiation (Box 2)

ALSO:

(q=0) (based on number of unshared allele types, see Box S1).

(q=2) Jost-D etc. (see main text and Box S1).

**************END BOX 1 ***************
Box 2 Information Measures of Geographic Differentiation: Mutual Information I.

‘Mutual information’ $I$ is a ($q=1$) measure that has a similar role to correlation in the ($q=2$) scale; it expresses association between two variables, such as allelic differentiation and population membership ([12], where $I$ is called $^{H_{UA}}$). Therefore differentiation among populations can be measured as mutual information $I$ between geographic location and allelic differentiation. For example, we ask: “Does knowing the alleles in a sample, give any information about which location was sampled?” This is not true in Figure I, where the allele proportions $p_C$ and $p_T$ are the same in the two locations, so there is zero mutual information between the variables ‘location’ and ‘allele type’ – in other words allelic data provide no information about population of origin. However in Figure II, mutual information is maximal: knowing the alleles in a sample gives perfect information about which location was sampled, because there are no alleles that are shared between the two locations.

Figure I. Zero Mutual Information $I$. Figure II. Maximum Mutual Information $I$. 

Box 1 continues on next page...
Figure III outlines the calculation of mutual information $I$ from observed data for two locations (e.g., alpha-level variation within estuary 1, and within estuary 2) as well as total for both locations (gamma-level proportions, marginals $p_c$ and $p_T$). Mutual information can be derived very easily from the chisquare for allelic differentiation between populations, using $I = \chi^2 / 2 n$, (where $n$ is the total sample size, $I$ is the mutual information, and $\chi^2$ is log-linear-chisquare, with expectations for each cell calculated as shown for one example in Figure III [48]).

Alternatively, $I$ is calculated as the part of the total information $1H_y$ that is not due to variability within single locations $1H_a$; using terms from Figure III:

$$I = (1H_y - 1H_a)$$

$$= (\ln p_C - \ln p_T) - 0.5 \left( \frac{p_C1}{p_1} \ln \frac{p_C1}{p_1} - \frac{p_T1}{p_1} \ln \frac{p_T1}{p_1} \right) - 0.5 \left( \frac{p_C2}{p_2} \ln \frac{p_C2}{p_2} - \frac{p_T2}{p_2} \ln \frac{p_T2}{p_2} \right)$$

(1)

Also, mutual information adjusted to range from zero to unity is:

Shannon Differentiation = $I / \ln K$ (where $K$ is the number of equal-sized populations; Box S1 shows the formula for other cases). Shannon differentiation has useful properties, discussed in Box 4.

Figure III. Data for Calculating Mutual Information between Allele-type and Location.
Figure IV shows expansion to include two adjacent habitats (brackish and saline) sampled within each estuary. Each estuary has a saline habitat near the mouth, whose data from Figure III are shown in the foreground of the cube, and a similar set of data for a brackish habitat further inland are in the background of the cube [35]. This expansion for multiple variables is standard for contingency-analysis [48], so the equivalent of mutual information can easily be calculated for this situation [35]. In fact, indefinite expansion is possible, to accommodate multiple alleles per locus, plus dimensions added to incorporate diversity within and among different habitats, landscapes, etc. This is possible because log-linear $\chi^2$ (and therefore $I$) are completely additive [35, 48]. The partition strategy will depend upon the hypothesis being tested [45, 46, 48]. Programs, sampling bias corrections, and example calculations are in Box S6.

Figure IV. Partitioning Molecular Information with Two Variables (Location and Habitat).
With equal population sizes, \( I \) is the ecologists’ Horn measure [37]. Mutual information is closely related to the relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler) which is used for tests for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (Box S4) and for comparing allele frequencies before vs. after selection, as well as the rate of change of Fisher information [92].
Box 3 Choosing a Measure for Within-population Diversity (alpha):

the Relative Merits of Information-based Measures (q=1) and Other Measures.

Elements of the diversity profile from (q=0) to (q=2), have various strengths and weaknesses, each being sensitive to particular aspects of diversity relevant to different questions (Boxes 1,S1). Measures based on counts of different types of alleles (or species, q=0) are very sensitive to rare alleles (Box 1), which is obviously important if there is a focus on rarity, either for conservation reasons, or because novel adaptive mutants are initially rare [4, 5, 59]. On the other hand, the (q=2) measures such as heterozygosity (\(^2H_\alpha\) Equation 2 in main text, also Box 1) give very little weight to rare alleles, because they are based on the chance of choosing two different types, given the proportions \(p_i\) available in the population. Estimating heterozygosity involves squaring \(p_i\) values, so that values close to zero (ie. rare alleles) become vanishingly small, relative to more common alleles. The intermediate value of q (q=1, \(^1H_\alpha\) Shannon information, Equation 1 in main text, also Box 1) assesses diversity as the number of ways the array of different alleles could be set out, given the \(p_i\) values. Shannon weights each allele by its frequency, so its response to addition of a single novel allele is intermediate between those of (q=2) and (q=0) measures (Box 1-I).

These sensitivities to rare alleles result in different sampling properties. Counts of different types (q=0) are changed considerably by either adding a single individual of a different type, or else failing to sample this single individual. As a result, even after sampling corrections, these measures often cannot distinguish diversity levels of assemblages that can be discriminated by either (q=1) or (q=2) scales (Box 1-II in main text). In contrast, (q=2) methods such as heterozygosity/Simpson’s have
relatively few sampling problems. Sampling for Shannon information ($q=1$) can be well addressed by
modern corrections (Box S6.2), so that it can distinguish between alternative assemblages (Box1-II).

Frequency of use is important for comparability between studies. In community diversity, Shannon
is the most commonly used abundance-sensitive measure ($q=1$ $\frac{1}{\alpha}H_\alpha$ [11]), whereas heterozygosity
($q=2$) is most commonly used in molecular ecology [4, 5]. As the two fields gradually unify [13, 21],
it will become important to use measures that are common to both fields, and we suggest that a
profile of $q = 0, 1, 2$ will achieve this best.

Finally, there is extensive literature on neutral and adaptive processes in molecular ecology for both
(q=0) and (q=2) alpha-measures [4, 5]. More recently, it has been proposed that the (q=1) measure
Shannon information $\frac{1}{\alpha}H_\alpha$ provides a natural measure of evolvability [38, 39], and Shannon
predictive methods are being developed for both neutral [12, 36, 37] and adaptive variants [35, 61-
64, 66].

END BOX 3
Box 4 Choosing an Among-Population Differentiation Measure (Diversity).

Among-population measures (q=0,1,2) inherit virtues and shortfalls of corresponding alpha measures (Box 3), plus properties specific to the beta level. For three reasons, the (q=1) measures might be the best tools to track and understand evolutionary processes of divergence.

First, many measures used as beta-differentiation measures actually confound this with within-population (alpha) or total (gamma) diversity, e.g. $F_{ST}$ and $G_{ST}$ (q=2) tend towards zero as diversity increases [98, 99] (Figure I). In contrast, Shannon differentiation (q = 1, Box 2) and Jost-D (q=2 , Box S1) are zero only when allele frequencies are identical across localities, and unity only when there are no shared alleles. Chao and Chiu [100] proposed a measure to avoid dependence-on-gamma.

Box 4 continues on next page....
Figure I  Effect of increasing allelic differentiation upon differentiation measures for (q=0,1,2).

Initially two populations shared the same two alleles, and the horizontal axis shows the addition of extra unshared alleles to each locality. Equations and symbols are as shown in Box S1, except the $q=0$ entropy-based measure is $S_Y - (S_{a1} + S_{a2})/2$ and the ($q=2$) entropy-based measure is $(^{2}H_Y - ^{2}H_{a}) = G_{ST} * ^{2}H_Y$. In panel A, the vertical axis for each plot is adjusted to percent of the maximum observed differentiation value for that order of $q$ (modified from [98]).

Box 4 continues on next page....
Box 4 continued.

Second, to track evolving divergence among localities, a differentiation measure should never decrease when shared alleles are replaced or augmented by new unshared alleles, called ‘monotonicity’. Surprisingly, most differentiation measures derived from diversity partitioning do not meet this basic criterion, wrongly implying that new unshared alleles can reduce the pace of differentiation. For example, the additive \((q=2)\) differentiation (Figure I, green solid line, panel A) increases then decreases as differentiation increases, as do most \((q=22)\) measures (e.g., \(F_{ST}\) and Jost-\(D\) Box S1), and even some \((q=1)\) measures. The only differentiation measures with strong monotonicity are \((q=1)\) Shannon differentiation, and those based on \((q=0)\), though the latter are less desirable because of their sampling problems.

A third important property of differentiation measures is ‘true dissimilarity’, which means that the differentiation measure should represent the actual proportion of non-overlapping alleles, when populations are equally diverse and all alleles have the same frequencies. This is untrue for many \((q=1\) or 2\) measures, but is true for the \((q=1)\) measure Shannon differentiation (Box 2) and for \((q=2)\) differentiation Jost-\(D\) [29].

*******************END BOX 4*******************
Box 5 Outstanding Questions

Regular use of a formal $qD$ profile of at least ($q = 0, 1, 2$) measures at each level ($\alpha$, $\beta$, and $\gamma$) will achieve maximum understanding of patterns, and will later allow meta-analysis of the performance of the molecular $q$-profile under a wide variety of conditions.

Neutral forecasts need to be extended to complex scenarios, such as asymmetric dispersal, unequal population sizes, and bottlenecks including possible separate effects of actual and effective population size.

We need an analogue to AMOVA based on information-theoretic methods.

There is a need for new predictive theory for variants with mutation not described by models such as infinite (IAM) stepwise (SMM) and biallelic SNPs.

Further analyses of adaptation and selection with ($q=1$) approaches will profit from three attributes of Shannon: similarity to logit (log-linear) modeling, sensitivity to rare novel variants that are crucial in adaptation, and independence of $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

Analyses of linkage disequilibrium and expression, which already use measures related to mutual information, might benefit from using its transform to Shannon differentiation.
Integrating all biological levels from community ecology and evolution, through to sub-cellular biology, can capitalise on existing protocols for using information and entropy methods as general forecasting methods. This will include incorporating information on genetic and/or functional similarity or difference of alleles (or species).

Information and entropy theory is very broad, with an abundance of other possible connections within and outside biology.

**********END BOX 5 OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS**********
**Glossary Box**

**Adaptation**: This refers to the evolutionary process due to natural selection for organisms that are better at surviving and/or reproducing in a particular environment.

**Additivity**: This refers to a multidimensional table (e.g., dimension 1 is allele type, dimension 2 is location, dimension 3 is an environmental variable, etc). In this type of table, measures such as log-linear contingency chi-square (i.e., mutual information) can be partitioned into completely additive sub-investigations, unlike Pearson’s chi-square.

**Allele proportions and frequencies**: For conformity to conventions in information and entropy theory, statistics, and all other science (except population genetics!), we refer to ‘allele-frequencies’ when dealing with counts ranging from zero to infinity, and to ‘allele-proportions’, when these frequencies have been converted to $p_i$ ranging from zero to unity.

**Alpha, beta, and gamma diversity measures ($\alpha$, $\beta$, $\gamma$)**: These indicate within-locality (alpha) diversity, among-locality differentiation (beta) diversity, and total (gamma) diversity. In other publications, alpha values are often assumed to be averaged over many locations. Where an average is made, we will indicate this by an overbar, and describe any unequal weighting.

**Bottleneck**: A period of reduced population size, which usually will alter entropy and diversity levels away from the previous expectations.

Glossary Box continues on next page....
Drift: Random genetic drift is caused by the chance nature of transmission of alleles within each family. In a finite population, this chance in transmission results in fluctuations of allele proportions in the entire population. Drift erodes genetic variation summarised by any measure (q=1,2,3).

Effective numbers (or ‘true diversities’) $^qD$: These are conversions of entropies ($^qH$) into $^qD$ the number of equally-frequent alleles (or species) that would give the actual observed $^qH$, derived from a possibly uneven array of alleles in the observed sample.

Entropy ($^qH$): Entropies include Heterozygosity or Gini-Simpson ($^2H = H_s$), Shannon ($^1H$), and the number of allelic types minus one ($S-1$, or $^0H$). The ‘$H$’ symbol is used for entropy throughout science.

Epigenetics: This is one type of non-genetic inheritance, due to chemical modification of DNA sequence, e.g., methylation, which is sometimes transmissible through at least one generation, and may have phenotypic effects. We do not use the term ‘epigenetics’ to cover all types of non-genetic inheritance. Frequently confused with epistasis.

Epistasis: Functional interactions between multiple loci, at any level from transcription onwards, to affect a measured phenotype. Frequently confused with epigenetics.

Haplotype: A collective genetic combination located on a single molecule of DNA, typically including two or more SNPs showing variation of bases between alternative haplotypes.
Hardy-Weinberg-Equilibrium (HWE): For a single locus, HWE is the condition where the combinations of alleles in diploid genotypes are as expected from random combination of the population’s pool of alleles. HWE can be disrupted by mutation, selection, dispersal, non-random mating (including inbreeding), or random genetic drift.

IAM Infinite allele model of mutation: This is suitable for long genomic regions with rare base substitutions, so that each mutation creates an allele that has never existed before. This is approximately suitable for protein-coding regions, and much other non-repetitive DNA.

Information theory: This has multiple strands, but we focus on Shannon’s Information Index $^1H$, which is a measure of the number of different ways that a group of objects (e.g., individuals of different species, or DNA molecules with different sequences) can be rearranged. The information index is also a measure of ‘surprise’ or uncertainty, increasing in groups where we are less certain of what we would sample at random.

Linkage disequilibrium (LD): This is when the combinations of alleles at two or more diploid loci depart from those expected by random sampling from the population. The loci might be carried on the same molecule of DNA (true LD), or on different molecules (sometimes called genotypic disequilibrium or GD). LD results from random genetic drift, mutation, selection, dispersal, non-random mating (including inbreeding), clonal or asexual reproduction.
Monotonicity: This means that increases of variable ‘x’ are EITHER always associated with an increase of ‘y’, OR always associated with a decrease of ‘y’. ‘Weak monotonicity’ allows plateaus of ‘y’.

Neutral: This refers to genetic variants that do not affect fitness (survival and/or reproduction), so are not involved in natural selection and adaptation.

Non-genetic inheritance: Any type of inheritance that does not rely upon variation of the DNA sequence of A,T,C,G. Examples include microbiome inheritance, epigenetic inheritance, niche inheritance, etc. All of these can have profound fitness effects.

Replication: This means that a diversity measure increases linearly when equally diverse and completely distinct groups are pooled in equal proportions.

Selection: This is based on individuals that possess heritable characteristics (eg alleles) that give them higher relative survival and/or reproduction in a particular environment. As a result, there will be increased representation of those heritable characteristics in the next generation. Such individuals are said to have higher fitness in that environment.

SMM Stepwise mutation model: An approximation of microsatellite evolution.

SNP Single Nucleotide Polymorphism: A single-basepair locus that varies in the population.

**********END GLOSSARY BOX **********